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Don't know how reliable this is, or what exactly "coming
days" means, but if true and "days" doesn't actually mean
"weeks," it means Mueller may very soon be 100% free as
a private citizen to testify before Congress.

Robert Mueller is leaving the Justice Department 'within the coming da…
Official site of The Week Magazine, offering commentary and analysis of the day's
breaking news and current events as well as arts, entertainment, people and
gossip, and political cartoons.

https://theweek.com/speedreads/839839/robert-mueller-leaving-justice-department-wit…

IMO, Pelosi, knowing exactly what's at stake, may be waiting for Mueller to testify

and THEN start proceedings. This would serve two purposes: allow pressure to

continue to build so it doesn't seem like it's her personal vendetta but rather

succumbing to public will and

secondly: allow the House to continue/get to a stopping point with important

investigations already in progress that could/would be halted by the "highly

privileged" rule regarding impeachment proceedings.

for those not familiar this this rule (and thank you to Spicy, who's the one who

pointed this out and provided the sourcing): per the House rules and practices,

certain things are considered “privileged” or “highly privileged.” 

https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/GPO-HPRACTICE-112/pdf/GPO-

HPRACTICE-112.pdf

This term - “privileged” - describes the level of importance certain business has in the

House. If something is privileged, it means that other things must be dropped in

order to deal with it. 

 

Per the House Rules, impeachment is considered “highly privileged.”

More specifically: “because the exclusive power of the House in the impeachment of
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civil officers arises from article I, section 2, clause 5 of the Constitution, the House

has determined that propositions to impeach, (cont'd)

and reports from a committee investigating charges of impeachment, are highly

privileged.” 

 

(you can find this passage on pp. 673 in the document I linked above)

IMO, this is what Spanberger is referring to when she said they'd have to stop

everything. Including their investigations. 

Kasie DC
@KasieDC

“I'm of the opinion that we need more answers before taking a 
definitive next step” -@RepSpanberger response when asked 
about how Democrats plan to move forward now that the 
redacted report has been released.

40 2:10 AM - Apr 22, 2019

24 people are talking about this

Current investigations in the House: Trump’s taxes, security clearances, Russian

interference, obstruction, abuse of power, using the office for personal gain, Deutsche

Bank, whether hostile nations hold leverage over Trump, WTF the NRA is doing… 

Trump Still Faces More Than a Dozen Investigations
The Mueller report does not mean President Donald Trump is done with the
investigative microscope. He faces more than a dozen investigations and lawsuits.

http://time.com/5557644/donald-trump-other-investigations-mueller/

Who would benefit from all of this suddenly going away? 
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These aren’t exactly things you want to just toss over your shoulder without much

thought.

And even if there’s a mechanism for starting them back up under the umbrella of

impeachment inquiries, why stop at a pivotal moment and give team treason more

time to think up a move, or destroy evidence?

Strategically, it would make sense to let these investigations bear some fruit before

having Mueller, Rosenstein, and others testify.

That said, I'm ready. I want the trials, I want it all on display. I want the truth. In the

meantime, I'm going to keep supporting impeachment while also supporting the

Dems we voted in.


